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Parashat Shemini
Parashat Parah/Birkat Hachodesh

APRIL
Hyman Freedman  Salomon Emquies  David DuBin  Irwin Sibner  Joseph
Maron  Neil Markman  David Manick  Fanciska Slomovits  Bertha Robins
 Frances Estelle Kopelman  Lily Covel  Louis Karasik  Israel Albert  Clara
Elias  Julius Axelrad  Gusta Popik  Ida Kaufman  Ruth Aaronowitz  Sam
S. Schwartz  Jerry Friedman  Mickey Slotnick  Ada Hirsch  Sanford Kaye 
John Bird  Jacob Shuken  Helen Shuken  Samuel Fox  Nathan Klodowski
 Abraham Linderman  Zina Levine  Lucie Kolitz  Samuel Landau  Charles
Steinman  Louis Aaronowitz  Andor Elias  Sam Katz  Ann Rosman 
Frances Levine  Rivka bat Yafa  Jacob Bendik  Rudi Bassmann  David
Norman Trimble  Rabbi Abraham I. Maron  Eugene Goldstein  Max Rosman
 Rose Rothner  Hanogh ben Avraham  Fela Goldstein  Shepsil Goldstein 
Bertha Gelb  Jack Covel  Dorothy Stitskin  Heinrich Bernet  Harry Tenenbaum  Ethel Horwitz  Zaiv Lainer  Lillian Entner

MARCH 29 ~ APRIL 4, 2019 • 22 ADAR  ~ ב28 ADAR  *ב5779

WEEKLY SCHEDULE

Thank You To Our Sponsors

Erev Shabbat — MARCH 29

THIS WEEK

Candle Lighting
Shir Hashirim
Mincha/Arvit

Please Pray for the Refoua Shelema of
Our Soldier Netanel Felber
Who Was Critically Wounded in the Attack
At the Givat Assaf Junction

Please include the Following Individuals in Your
Prayers So that Each May be Granted
Refoua Shelema
Chaya Liel Bat Tali, Yehoshua Ben Orah
Levi Ben Maytal HaCohen,Sarena Bat Rachel,
Meir Ben Devorah, Avraham Ben Rachel,
Menashe Ben Rosa, Akram Bat Habiba, Ezra Ben Naima,
Naama Bat Aviva, Gideon Ben Leslie,
Michael Nader Ben Molouk Zimra, Haim Ben Hannah
If you would like us to include a name on this list, please call us at
(310) 556-5609, email the office at office@mogen-david.org, or email
the Rabbis at rabbiabraham@mogen-david.org or
rabbimoses@mogen-david.org

Email Your Rabbis:
RABBI YEHUDA MOSES, Rav HaKehillah, Senior Rabbi
rabbimoses@mogen-david.org
RABBI MICHAEL ABRAHAM, Executive Director/
Associate Rabbi/Hazan
rabbiabraham@mogen-david.org

APRIL
Navid Bayanfar  Stephanie Tepper  Aaron Kashanian 
David Javaherian  Joseph Zaghi  Jacob Robin  Avigayl
Abraham  Evan Azeroual  Aaron Robin  Laurie Minc 
Joseph Schwartz  Noah Jacobson  Kimia Kavosh  Susan
Lackner  Michael Swarz  Daniella Ryzman  Jocelyn
Bacall  Rose Katz  Nettie Shuken  Tim Fletcher  Michelle
Hazani  Gila Mazar  Jack Robin  Reuben Robin  Harry
Weisman  Robert Bird  Sarah Marciano  Meir Blum 
Isaac Venouziou  Lyel Yashar  Yoel Halpern  Aliza Nissanoff  Adielle Harari  Janey Herskovitz  Steven Frankiel
 Omid Shaye  Lisa Jahan  Dan Banafsheha  Eliana Cohen  Tuvia Korobkin  Gabriel Amsellem  Talia Moses 
Mark Deutsch  Gabriel Roblero  Eitan Karz  Moshe Selah
 Arie Buchman  Ethy Konski  Adina Nahamia  Dana
Abramson  Ephraim Behzad Noorani

SHABBAT

6:53 pm
6:15 pm
6:30 pm

Rabbi Moses Parsha Shiur
8:15 pm
Shacharit
8:45 am
Teen Minyan
9:30 am
Rabbi Moses Shiur
5:45 pm
Mincha/Arvit
6:30 pm
(Followed by Seudat Shlishit)
Havdalah
7:45 pm
SUNDAY
Shacharit

8:00 am & 9:00 am
(Followed By Breakfast)
.

Mon. — Fri.
Shacharit

6:30 am
Sun – Thurs.

Mincha/Arvit

APRIL
Miri & Reuben Robin
Natalie & Jonathan Ravanshenas
Michelle & David Silver
Janey & Mark Herskovitz
Maricel & Aaron Brownstein
Eden and Justin Maghen
Lisa and Michael Wolf

7:00 pm

Erev Shabbat — APRIL 5
Candle Lighting
6:58 pm
Mincha/Arvit
6:30 pm
ROSH CHODESH NISSAN
APRIL 6TH
IMPORTANT HALALHIC TIMES
Earliest Talit & Tefillin
Last Time for Shema M”A
Last Time for Shema GR”A
Latest Tefillah M”A
Latest Tefillah GR”A
Hazot Hayom

5:52 am
9:13 am
9:50 am
10:28 am
10:53 am
12:58 pm

KIDDUSH Will Be Co-Sponsored
By
Rabbi Yehuda & Dina Moses,
Avigayl, David, Tamar, & Naom Abraham,
Helen & Haim Dayan,
Debbie & Dan Banafsheha,
Lizzie & Avishai Shraga,
Dalia & Moshe Saour,
Eve & Jon Halwani,
Kelly & Omid Shaye,
Rita & Shalom Aynesazan,
Ronak & Kambiz Ashoorzadeh,
Ghazaleh & Ramin Bijari,
And
An Anonymous Donor
In Honor of Gavriel Roblero - Mazal Tov
SEUDAT SHLISHEET Will Be Co-Sponsored
By
Menashe Ezekiel
In Memory of Itzchak Ben David
And
Minoo Basseri And the Basseri Family
In Memory of Manouchehr Basseri
TEEN MINYAN Will Be Sponsored
By
Morad Golshirazi
In Memory of Daniel Ben Tzion

Special Events, Shiurim & Announcements

Halachic Illuminations
Parashat Shemini
Parashat
Shemot
Koshering an Oven for Pesach
Question: Can a household oven be koshered for Pesach?
Answer: Maran zt”l discusses this issue in several of his works (among them
Yabia Omer, Volume 5, Yoreh De’ah, Chapter 7) and this issue is a halachically
complex one for the flowing reasons:
When foods are being baked or cooked in an oven, the foods release steam that
rises and is absorbed by the walls of the oven and the next time other foods are
cooked or baked in the oven, the flavor of this steam is released into the food
now being cooked. It is therefore obvious that one may not use the same oven
for both meat and dairy throughout the year unless the oven is koshered between its meat use and its dairy use.
Similarly, as we have explained in the past, the method of koshering any vessel
which absorbed flavor is in the same way that the vessel absorbed the flavor to
begin with, as the rule goes, “Just as it absorbs, it releases.” Thus, a metal pot
which is used for cooking foods on the fire must be koshered by the process
of Hag’ala which is immersing the pot into a bigger pot filled with boiling water on
the fire. In this way, the pot will release all of the flavor it has previously absorbed.
Maran Ha’Shulchan Aruch (Chapter 451) writes that vessels used directly with
fire must be koshered through fire. This process is called “Libun”. For instance,
skewers, which are placed directly on the fire, must be koshered by torching
them with fire until sparks begin emerging from the skewer (i.e. until it becomes
red-hot). Although when the skewer is being used to grill on the fire it does not
reach such a red-hot temperature, nevertheless, its method of koshering is
through Libunwhich is heating the skewer until it is actually red-hot.
Based on this, it would seem that an oven, which works using very high temperatures, should be koshered through Libun which is nearly impossible on a practical level.
Nevertheless, regarding our ovens, the Poskim write that since we do not usually
use the actual walls of the oven itself and we merely put foods in pans or trays,
the only concern is the steam that spreads within the oven during cooking or
baking. Since the oven absorbs the food’s flavor through its steam, its koshering
process will likewise be by heating it up to its highest possible temperature and
this will be sufficient to kosher it.
However, even this is subject to a disagreement among the Poskim, for some
authorities maintain that even such ovens require koshering by actual Libun.
Thus, some act stringently and do not kosher their ovens at all; rather, purchase
a special oven for Pesach. Others say that even on a practical level, it is extremely difficult to clean out the entire oven to the extent that not even one
crumb remains and they do not use these ovens on Pesach unless the oven can
reach such a high temperature that it would incinerate all of its contents (selfclean ovens). However, they would not use a conventional oven on Pesach.
Nonetheless, according to the letter of the law, Maran Rabbeinu Ovadia
Yosef zt”l rules that there is a way to kosher a regular oven for Pesach. Indeed,
his son, the great Rishon Le’Zion, Hagaon Rabbeinu Yitzchak
Yosef Shlit”a, discusses this issue as well (Yalkut Yosef, Volume 3, page 360)
and rules, as follows:
“An electric oven should be cleaned as thoroughly as possible and left unused
for twenty-four hours prior to being koshered. It should then be turned on to its
highest temperature and left on for approximately twenty-minutes so that the
heat of the oven can remove the remaining vapors and steam that remain in the
oven.”
In this manner, it will be permissible to use even a regular household oven
on Pesach according to Maran Rabbeinu Ovadia
Yosef zt”l. (Nevertheless, the oven trays where Chametz is baked within
all year must be koshered through actual Libun. It is customary to use
special trays for Pesach or disposable ones. Some act leniently and merely perform Hag’ala on such trays.)

The Gemara in Masechet Berachot relates that Eliyahu hanavi told Rebbi
Yehuda to be careful about three things - to always refrain from anger, to
never to get drunk, and to recite Tefilat Haderech when traveling. Although
these are good pieces of advice, there doesn't appear to be any connection
between them. In what areas do these three vrtues connect?
Throughout life we are constantly making decisions. In order to decide
properly we must understand the differences between the various paths
available to us. Sometimes the nuances of distinction are minute, yet the
ramifications of not comprehending these differences and arriving at the
wrong conclusion can be significant. Chachamim incorporated
the tefillah of attah chonantanu on motzaei Shabbat in the beracha of attah
chonen because, "Im ein de'ah, havdala minayin? - if we are lacking in
wisdom we cannot possibly distinguish properly. We begin each week with
a tefillah asking Hashem to grant us the ability to distinguish between holy
and profane in all of our life decisions.
Anger and drunkenness interfere with our decision-making ability. These
two states of mind do not enable us to think rationally, and decisions made
when under these influences can be tragic. When angry or drunk, one says
things that one will inevitably regret, as the ability to recognize inappropriate words and actions is damaged. Overindulgence in any physical pleasures can have the same effect.
Eliyahu was instructing Rebbi Yehuda how to travel safely through life. Just
as on the road one must constantly decide which direction to take, so too
on the trip through life one faces forks in the road and must differentiate
between the correct and incorrect paths. Therefore, the ability to think rationally which enables us to decide appropriately must be present at all
times. Just as road rage and drunken driving can be catastrophic, so too on
the trip through life the individual who can not think clearly because of anger and alcohol will inevitably make decisions with tragic consequences. It
is only by abstaining from these impediments and beseeching Hashem
through "Tefillat Haderech" for guidance can a person arrive safely at his
destination.
Parashat Shemini is the parasha dedicated to the concept of havdala, the
ability to distinguish properly. The kohanim are charged with the mission of,
"lehavidl ben hakodesh uben hachol". Shemini concludes with the obligation upon everyone, "lehavdil ben hatamei uben hatahor". We must differentiate between what is holy and pure and that which is
not. Chachamim tell us that sometimes it is very difficult to discern between
what is permissible and what is not. The difference between an acceptable
and an unacceptable shechita is extremely small. Similarly in other areas,
the distinction between holy and profane is sometimes difficult to discern.
The kohanim, who must guide the entire nation as to how to differentiate
properly, can never do so in a state of drunkenness. The Torah specifically
prohibits one who is drunk from serving in the Bet Hamikdash or answering halachic she'elot, as these areas of activity require one's complete mental capacities.
The pesukim that prohibit kohanim from serving in the Bet Hamikdash while
drunk immediately follow the tragedy of Nadav and Avihu. Chachamim tell
us that they had entered the kodesh hakodoshim after drinking wine. They
had lost the ability to discern what was an appropriate form of avodat Hashem and what was not.
Following the deaths of Nadav and Avihu, Moshe realizes that one of
the korbanot that he thought was supposed to be eaten was burned, and
gets angry at Elazar and Itamar for not treating the korbanot appropriately.
Moshe in fact made a mistake, to which he later admitted, in failing to distinguish between korbanot that could be eaten and those that could
not. Chachamim tell us that even Moshe Rabbeinu's judgment was clouded
by anger.
The words of advice given by Eliyahu hanavi to Rabbi Yehuda are as true
today as when they were given. As we travel through life we need
the siyata diShmaya to make the correct decisions. We must do our part by
not clouding our vision through alcohol and the like that dull our senses. To
think and act in a rational way, we must also overcome our temptation to
become angry. If we do our part and then turn to Hashem by saying Tefillat
Haderech for the path through life, we will hopefully merit lehavidl ben hakodesh uben hachol uben hatamei uben hatahor.
Shabbat Shalom,
Rabbi Yehuda Moses,
Rav HaKehillah/Senior Rabbi
Congregation Mogen David

The Event With Lieutenant Colonel Ido Levitin Promises to be
A Fascinating ExperienceAnd One Which Will Sell Out Quickly
Please Reserve Your Tickets Promptly.

Our Purim Celebration & Megillah Reading Were Amazing!!

Thank You
Rabbi Moses & Dina
For Hosting A
Megillah Reading &
LeChayim
In Your Home

